






























































































                    SUB---ADVANCE MANUFACTURING & CAD/CAM 
                                                         SHORT  TYPE 
1.WHAT IS CAD/CAM? 
Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) also known as Computer-aided 
Modeling or Computer-aided Machining is the use of software to control 
machine tools and related ones in the manufacturing of work pieces This is 
not the only definition for CAM, but it is the most common; CAM may also 
refer to the use of a computer to assist in all operations of a manufacturing 
plant, including planning, management, transportation and storage. 
2.WHAT IS ELECTROSTATICS PLOTTERS? 

An electrostatic plotter is a type of plotter that draws images on paper 
with an electrostatic process. They are most frequently used for Computer-
Aided Engineering (CAE), producing raster images via either a Liquid 
Toner or a Dry Toner model. 

Liquid Toner models use toner that is positively charged and thus becomes 
attracted to paper's negative charge. This occurs after the toner particles 
pass through a line of electrodes in the form of tiny wires, or nibs. 

3.WHAT IS FLAT BED PLOTTERS? 
A graphics plotter that contains a flat surface that the paper is placed on. 
The size of this surface (bed) determines the maximum size of the drawing. 
Contrast with drum plotter. 
4.WHAT IS NUMERICAL CONTROLS? 
Numerical control (also computer numerical control, and commonly 
called CNC) is the automatedcontrol of machining tools (drills, boring tools, 
lathes) and 3D printers by means of a computer. A CNC machine 
processes a piece of material (metal, plastic, wood, ceramic, or composite) 
to meet specifications by following a coded programmed instruction and 
without a manual operator. 
5.WHAT ARE THE BASIC COMPONENTS OF NC SYSTEM? 

There are three important components of the numerical control or NC 

system. These are: 

1) Program of instructions 

2) Controller unit, also called as the machine control unit (MCU) and 

3) Machine tool 
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6.WHAT ARE THE APPLICATION OFNC? 
The operating principle of NC has many applications. There are many industrial 
operations in which the position of a workhead must be controlled relative to a 
part or product being processed. The applications divide into two categories:  
(1) machine tool applications and  
(2) nonmachine tool applications. 
 Machine tool applications are those usually associated with the metalworking 
industry. Nonmachine tool applications comprise a diverse group of operations in 
other industries. It should he noted that the applications are not always identified 
bv the name "numerical control";  
7.WHAT IS NC PART PROGRAMMING ? 

Numerical control part programming is the procedure by which the 
sequence of processing steps to be performed on the NC machine is 
planned and documented. It involves the preparation of a punched tape (or 
other input medium) used to transmit the processing instructions to the 
machine tool. there are two methods of part programming: manual part 
programming and computer-assisted part programming. In this chapter we 
describe both of these methods, with emphasis on the latter. 

It is appropriate to begin the discussion of NC part programming by 

examining the way in which the punched tape is coded. Coding of the 

punched tape is concerned with the basic symbols used to communicate ... 

 
8.WHAT ARE THE NC PARTPROGRAMMING LANGUAGE? 
he part program is a sequence of instructions, which describe the work, 
which has to be done on a part, in the form required by a computer under 
the control of computer numerical control (CNC) software. It is the task of 
preparing a program sheet from a drawing sheet. All data is fed into the 
CNC system using a standardized format. Programming is where all the 
machining data are compiled and where the data are translated into a 
language which can be understood by the control system of the machine 
tool. 
9.WHAT ARE THE FUNCTION OF DNC? 
There are various advantages provided by DNC system. These are as follows: 
1) Easy and Effective programming using DNC Software.  
2) Higher level of decision making.  
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3) Real time control of various machine tools. 
 4) First step which gives hands on experience for future expansion.  
5) Elimination of Punched Tape and Tape Reader.  
6) CLFILE- A Convent and more general way of program storage. 
 7) Elimination of hardwired controller unit on some system.  
10.WHAT IS THE BENEFITS OF ADAPTIVE CONTROLS? 
In municipal and industrial wastewater treatment, there has been a shift 
from manual to automatic process control in order to increase efficiency 
and improve effluent quality. An increasingly popular approach includes 
installing a variable frequency drive (VFD) to constantly adjust the amount 
of air injected into the process to control dissolved oxygen, NH4, and/or 
NO3 in the wastewater treatment.  This approach works well from a process 
control standpoint. The additional benefits include: lower power cost and 
extended service life of the blowers.  VFDs offer great flexibility, but they 
have high purchase costs and there are still many applications in which 
they can be inefficient. 
11.WHAT IS CIM? 
Computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) is 
the manufacturing approach of using computers to control entire 
production process.[1][2] This integration allows individual processes to 
exchange information with each other and initiate actions. Although 
manufacturing can be faster and less error-prone by the integration of 
computers, the main advantage is the ability to create automated 
manufacturing processes. Typically CIM relies of closed-loop control 
processes, based on real-time input from sensors. It is also known 
as flexible design and manufacturing. 

 

 

 

LONG TYPE 

 

1. WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS WITH CONVENTIONAL NC? 
 

 Problems with conventional NCThere are a number of problems inherent in 

conventional NC which have motivated machinetool builders to seek 

improvements in the basic NC system. Among the difficultiesencountered in using 

conventional numerical control are the following:1.Part programming 

mistakes.In preparing the punched tape, part programmingmistakes are common. 

The mistakes can be either syntax or numerical errors, and it isnot uncommon for 
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three or more passes to be required before the NC tape is correct.Another related 

problem in part programming is to achieve the best sequence ofprocessing steps. 

This is mainly a problem is manual part programming. Some of thecomputer-

assisted part programming languages provide aids to achieve the bestoperation 

sequences. 

2.No optimal speeds and feeds.In conventional numerical control, the control 

systemdoes not provide the opportunity to make changes in speeds and feeds 

during thecutting process. As a consequence, the programmer must set the speeds 

and feeds forworst-case conditions. The result is lower than optimum productivity. 

3.Punched tape.Another problem related to programming is the tape itself. Paper 

tapeis especially fragile, and its susceptibility to wear and tear causes it to be an 

unreliableNC component for repeated use in the shop. More durable tape materials, 

such asMylar, are utilized to help overcome this difficult. However, these materials 

arerelatively expensive. 

4.Tape reader.The tape reader that interprets the punched tape is 

generallyacknowledged among NC users to be the least reliable hardware 

component of themachine. When a breakdown is encountered on an NC machine, 

the maintenancepersonnel usually begin their search for the problem with the tape 

reader. 

 

5.Controller.The conventional NC controller unit is hard-wired. This means that 

itscontrol features cannot be easily altered to incorporate improvements into the 

unit.Use of a computer as the control device would provide the flexibility to 

makeimprovements in such features as circular interpolation when better software 

becomesavailable, 

2.WHAT IS DIRECT NUMERICAL CONTROLS(DNC)?  

DNC 

Direct numerical control (DNC), also known as distributed numerical 
control (also DNC), is a common manufacturing term for 
networking CNC machine tools. On some CNC machine controllers, the 
available memory is too small to contain the machining program (for 
example machining complex surfaces), so in this case the program is 
stored in a separate computer and sent directly to the machine, one block 
at a time. If the computer is connected to a number of machines it 
can distribute programs to different machines as required. Usually, the 
manufacturer of the control provides suitable DNC software. However, if 
this provision is not possible, some software companies provide DNC 
applications that fulfill the purpose. DNC networking or DNC 
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communication is always required when CAM programs are to run on some 
CNC machine control. 

Wireless DNC is also used in place of hard-wired versions. Controls of this 
type are very widely used in industries with significant sheet 
metal fabrication, such as the automotive, appliance, 
and aerospace industries. 

Special protocols 

A challenge when interfacing into machine tools is that in some cases 
special protocols are used. Two well-known examples 
are Mazak's Mazatrol and Heidenhain's LSV2 protocol. Many DNC systems 
offer support for these protocols. Another protocol is DNC  which is found 
on Fanuc controls. DNC allows advanced interchange of data with the 
control, such as tooling offsets, tool life information and machine status as 
well as automated transfer without operator intervention. 

Machine monitoring 

One of the issues involved in machine monitoring is whether or not it can 
be accomplished automatically in a practical way. In the 1980s monitoring 
was typically done by having a menu on the DNC terminal where the 
operator had to manually indicate what was being done by selecting from a 
menu, which has obvious drawbacks. There have been advances in 
passive monitoring systems where the machine condition can be 
determined by hardware attached in such a way as not to interfere with 
machine operations (and potentially void warranties). Many modern 
controls allow external applications to query their status using a special 
protocol. MTConnect is one prominent attempt to augment the existing 
world of proprietary systems with some open-source, industry-standard 
protocols and XML schemas and an ecosystem of massively multiplayer 
app development and mashups (analogous to that with smartphones) so 
that these long-sought higher levels of manufacturing business 
intelligence and workflow automation can be realized. 

3.WHAT ARE THE FUNCTIONS OF CNC 

 

Main Parts of CNC Machine 

The main parts of the CNC machine are 
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(i) Input Devices: These are the devices which are used to input the part program 

in the CNC machine. There are three commonly used input devices and these are 

punch tape reader, magnetic tape reader and computer via RS-232-C 

communication. 

(ii) Machine Control Unit (MCU): It is the heart of the CNC machine. It 

performs all the controlling action of the CNC machine, the various functions 

performed by the MCU are 

▪ It reads the coded instructions fed into it. 

▪ It decodes the coded instruction. 

▪ It implements interpolation ( linear, circular and helical ) to generate axis 

motion commands. 

▪ It feeds the axis motion commands to the amplifier circuits for driving the 

axis mechanisms. 

▪ It receives the feedback signals of position and speed for each drive axis. 

▪ It implements the auxiliary control functions such as coolant or spindle 

on/off and tool change. 

(iii) Machine Tool: A CNC machine tool always has a slide table and a spindle to 

control of the position and speed. The machine table is controlled in X and Y axis 

direction and the spindle is controlled in the Z axis direction. 

(iv) Driving System: The driving system of a CNC machine consists of amplifier 

circuits, drive motors and ball lead screw. The MCU feeds the signals (i.e. of 

position and speed) of each axis to the amplifier circuits. The control signals are 

than augmented (increased) to actuate the drive motors. And the actuated drive 

motors rotate the ball lead screw to position the machine table. 

(v) Feedback System: This system consists of transducers that act as sensors. It is 

also called a measuring system. It contains position and speed transducers that 

continuously monitor the position and speed of the cutting tool located at any 

instant. The MCU receives the signals from these transducers and it uses the 

difference between the reference signals and feedback signals to generate the 

control signals for correcting the position and speed errors. 

(vi) Display Unit: A monitor is used to display the programs, commands and other 

useful data of CNC machine. 

4.WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS IN DNC SYSTEM? 

Components Used in DNC Machine 



Following are the main components used in CNC machine: 

1. Central computer 
2. Bulk memory for storing programs 
3. Communication network 
4. NC machine 

Types of DNC system 

Following are the main two types of DNC system: 

1. Behind the Tape Reader (BTR) system 
2. Specialised MCU 

1. Behind The Tape Reader (BTR) System 

 

In this type of system, the computer is connected directly to the regular NC 
controller unit. The operation of the system is similar to conventional NC, 
except for the source of command instructions. 



The controller unit employs two temporary storage buffers to get the 
blocks of instructions from the DNC computer and turn them into machine 
operations. The one buffer is getting a block of data, the other is providing 
control instructions to the specific machine tool. This system cost is very 
low. 

2. Specialised MCU 

 

In specialised MCU system, replace the normal controller unit with the 
special machine control unit. The special control unit is created to help 
communication between machine tools and computers. The specialised 
MCU configuration achieves a better balance between the accuracy of 
interpolation and the faster removal rate of the metal than is usually 
possible with the BTR system. 

 
5. .WHAT ARE THE USE OF ADAPTIVE CONTROLS? 

Adaptive control is the control method used by a controller which must 
adapt to a controlled system with parameters which vary, or are initially 
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uncertain. For example, as an aircraft flies, its mass will slowly decrease as 
a result of fuel consumption; a control law is needed that adapts itself to 
such changing conditions. Adaptive control is different from robust 
control in that it does not need a priori information about the bounds on 
these uncertain or time-varying parameters; robust control guarantees that 
if the changes are within given bounds the control law need not be 
changed, while adaptive control is concerned with control law changing 
itself. 

Parameter estimation[ 

The foundation of adaptive control is parameter estimation, which is a 
branch of system identification. Common methods of estimation 
include recursive least squares and gradient descent. Both of these 
methods provide update laws which are used to modify estimates in real 
time (i.e., as the system operates). Lyapunov stability is used to derive 
these update laws and show convergence criteria (typically persistent 
excitation; relaxation of this condition are studied in Concurrent Learning 
adaptive control). Projection (mathematics) and normalization are 
commonly used to improve the robustness of estimation algorithms. 

Classification of adaptive control techniques 

In general, one should distinguish between: 

1. Feedforward adaptive control 

2. Feedback adaptive control 

as well as between 

1. Direct methods 

2. Indirect methods 

3. Hybrid methods 

Direct methods are ones wherein the estimated parameters are those 
directly used in the adaptive controller. In contrast, indirect methods are 
those in which the estimated parameters are used to calculate required 
controller parameters.[1] Hybrid methods rely on both estimation of 
parameters and direct modification of the control law. 

MRAC 

MIAC 
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There are several broad categories of feedback adaptive control 
(classification can vary): 

• Dual adaptive controllers – based on dual control theory 

o Optimal dual controllers – difficult to design 

o Suboptimal dual controllers 

• Nondual adaptive controllers 

o Adaptive pole placement 

o Extremum-seeking controllers 

o Iterative learning control 

o Gain scheduling 

o Model reference adaptive controllers (MRACs) – incorporate 
a reference model defining desired closed loop performance 

▪ Gradient optimization MRACs – use local rule for 
adjusting params when performance differs from reference. Ex.: 
"MIT rule". 

▪ Stability optimized MRACs 

o Model identification adaptive controllers (MIACs) – 
perform system identification while the system is running 

▪ Cautious adaptive controllers – use current SI to modify 
control law, allowing for SI uncertainty 

▪ Certainty equivalent adaptive controllers – take current SI 
to be the true system, assume no uncertainty 

▪ Nonparametric adaptive controllers 

▪ Parametric adaptive controllers 

▪ Explicit parameter adaptive controllers 

▪ Implicit parameter adaptive controllers 

o Multiple models – Use large number of models, which are 
distributed in the region of uncertainty, and based on the responses 
of the plant and the models. One model is chosen at every instant, 
which is closest to the plant according to some metric.  

 

Adaptive control with Multiple Models 

Some special topics in adaptive control can be introduced as well: 

1. Adaptive control based on discrete-time process identification 

2. Adaptive control based on the model reference control technique[3] 

3. Adaptive control based on continuous-time process models 
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4. Adaptive control of multivariable processes [4] 

5. Adaptive control of nonlinear processes 

6. Concurrent learning adaptive control, which relaxes the condition on 
persistent excitation for parameter convergence for a class of 
systems  

Adaptive control has even been merged with intelligent techniques such as 
fuzzy and neural networks and the new terms like fuzzy adaptive control 
has been generated. 

Applications 

When designing adaptive control systems, special consideration is 
necessary of convergence and robustness issues. Lyapunov stability is 
typically used to derive control adaptation laws and show . 

• Self-tuning of subsequently fixed linear controllers during the 
implementation phase for one operating point; 

• Self-tuning of subsequently fixed robust controllers during the 
implementation phase for whole range of operating points; 

• Self-tuning of fixed controllers on request if the process behaviour 
changes due to ageing, drift, wear, etc.; 

• Adaptive control of linear controllers for nonlinear or time-varying 
processes; 

• Adaptive control or self-tuning control of nonlinear controllers for 
nonlinear processes; 

• Adaptive control or self-tuning control of multivariable controllers for 
multivariable processes (MIMO systems); 

Usually these methods adapt the controllers to both the process statics 
and dynamics. In special cases the adaptation can be limited to the 
static behavior alone, leading to adaptive control based on characteristic 
curves for the steady-states or to extremum value control, optimizing the 
steady state. Hence, there are several ways to apply adaptive control 
algorithms. 

6. WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF DNC 

DNC SYSTEMS 

1. . DIRECT NUMERICAL CONTOL SYSTEMS ELSON PAUL V S1 M . 
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2.   Involves data connection and processing from the machine tool 

back to the computer. 2 The tape reader is omitted. Also, defined 
by EIA as: DNC is a system connecting a set of NC machines to a 
common memory for part program or machine program storage with 

provision for on- demand distribution of data to machines. DNC is a 
manufacturing system in which a number of machines are controlled 

by a computer through direct- connection and in real time.DNC 
3. Components1. Central computer2. Bulk memory which stores the NC 

part programs.3. Telecommunication lines4. Machine Tools. 3 
4.  Principle 4 

5. No limitation for the number or size of programs stored 5 No tape 

readers are used Computer can be used for program editing 

Programs in full or segment can be transferred to NC machines 
Various machine tools can communicate with the computer in real 

time Two way information flow take place in real time Part 
program of all machine tools are stored in the memory of the central 

computer and transmitted on direct transmission lines on demand A 
central computer connected to a number of machine tools and control 

them 
6. The configuration of the DNC system can be divided into: 1.DNC 

system without satellite computer. 2.DNC system with satellite 
computer. Satellite computers are minicomputers and they serve to 
take some of the burden off central computer. Each satellites controls 

several machine tools. 6 
7. 1.DNC system without satellitecomputer 7 
8. 2.DNC system with satellitecomputer 8 
9. There are two alternative system configurations by which the 

communication link is established between the control computer and 
the machine tool. 1.Behind the Tape Reader (BTR) system. 2.Special 

Machine Control Unit. 9Two Types of DNC 

10.   Cost is very less. 10 One buffer is receiving a block of data, 

the other is providing control instructions to machine tool. The 
controller unit uses two temporary storage buffers to receive blocks of 
instructions from the DNC computer and convert them into machine 

actions. Except for the source of the command instructions, the 

operation of the system is very similar to conventional NC. The 
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computer is linked directly to the regular NC controller unit.1.Behind 
the Tape Reader (BTR) system 
12.  The special MCU configuration achieve a superior balance 
between accuracy of the interpolation and fast metal removal rates 

than is generally possible with the BTR system. 12 The special 
control unit is designed to facilitate communication between the 

machine tool and the computer. Replace the regular controller unit 

with a special machine control unit.2.Special Machine Control Unit. 
11. The functions which a DNC system is designed to perform: 

1.NC without punched tape. 2.NC part program storage. 3.Data 

collection, processing, and reporting. 4.Communication 13Functions 
of DNC 

12. The program storage subsystem must be structured to satisfy 
several purposes: 1.The program must be made available for 
downloading to the NC machine tools. 2. The subsystem must allow 
for new programs to be entered, old programs to be deleted, and 
existing programs to be edited. 3. The storage subsystem must be 
structured to perform certain data processing and management 
functions, such as file security, displays of programs, and 

manipulation of data 14NC part program storage 
13. These data must be processed by the DNC computer, and 

reports are prepared to provide management with information 

necessary for running the plant. 15 The data concerned are: Tool 

usage Machine utilization Production piece counts The purpose of 

this functions is to "monitor" production of the factory.Data 
collection, Processing, and Reporting. 

14.   The essential communication links in DNC are between the 
following components of the system: Central computer and machine 
tools Central computer and NC part programmer terminal Central 

computer and bulk memory 16A "Communication Network" is 
required to accomplish the previous functions of 

DNC.Communication 

15. Convenient editing and diagnostic features. 17 Reporting of 

shop performance. Greater computational capability and flexibility 

Convenient storage of NC part programs in computer files 

Elimination of punched tapes and tape readersAdvantages of DNC 
System 

16. DNC concepts represents a first step in the development of 
production plants which will be managed by computer systems. This 
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establishes the framework for the evolution of computer automated 

factories 18Conclusion 
7.WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF CIM? 

Many benefits can be obtained from the successful implementation and 
operation of a CIM system in a manufacturing company. The benefits can 
be classified into three kinds: technical, management, and human 
resources quality. 

Technical Benefits 

Technical benefits obtained from implementation CIM system are: 

1. Reducing inventory and work-in-progress: This can be accomplished 
through the utilization of an MRPII or ERP system. Careful and reliable 
material purchasing planning and production planning can to a great extent 
eliminate high inventory and work-in-progress level, hence reducing capital 
overstock and even waste through long-term material storage. 

 
2. Improving production efficiency: Through the integration of a production 
system, planning system, and material supply system, the production 
processes can be operated in a well- organized way and hence production 
can be carried out with the shortest possible waiting times and machine 
utilization greatly increased. Through the integration of CAD, CAPP, and 
CAM systems, the setup time for NC machines can be reduced 
significantly. The improvement of production efficiency will bring economic 
returns from investment in the CIM system. 
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3. Improving product quality: The integration of the company’s business 
processes, design pro- cesses, and production processes will help in 
improving product quality. TQM can be put into effect in the CIM integrated 
environment. 

4. Reducing cost: This is the direct effect obtained from the above three 
benefits. 

5. Improving product design ability: Through the integration of CAD, CAPP, 
and CAM systems, by using the current engineering method, the product 
design ability of the company can be significantly improved. New and 
improved products can be designed and developed in a shorter time, and 
the company can win the market competition with these products. 

8.WHAT IS FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING  SYSTEMS? 

A flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is a manufacturing system in 
which there is some amount of flexibility that allows the system to react in 
case of changes, whether predicted or unpredicted. This flexibility is 
generally considered to fall into two categories, which both contain 
numerous subcategories. 

The first category, routing flexibility, covers the system's ability to be 
changed to produce new product types, and ability to change the order of 
operations executed on a part. The second category is called machine 
flexibility, which consists of the ability to use multiple machines to perform 
the same operation on a part, as well as the system's ability to absorb 
large-scale changes, such as in volume, capacity, or capability. 

Most FMS consist of three main systems. The work machines which are 
often automated CNC machines are connected by a material 
handling system to optimize parts flow and the central control computer 
which controls material movements and machine flow. 

The main advantages of an FMS is its high flexibility in managing 
manufacturing resources like time and effort in order to manufacture a new 
product. The best application of an FMS is found in the production of small 
sets of products like those from a mass production. 

 

Advantages 

• Reduced manufacturing cost 
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• Lower cost per unit produced, 

• Greater labor productivity, 

• Greater machine efficiency, 

• Improved quality, 

• Increased system reliability, 

• Reduced parts inventories, 

• Adaptability to CAD/CAM operations. 

• Shorter lead times 

• Improved efficiency 

• Increase production rate 

Disadvantages 

• Initial set-up cost is high, 

• Substantial pre-planning 

• Requirement of skilled labor 

• Complicated system 

• Maintenance is complicated 

9. WRITE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF NC? 
ADVANTAGES-- 
1. CNC machines can be used continuously 24 hours a day, 365 days a year and 

only need to be switched off for occasional maintenance. 

2. CNC machines are programmed with a design which can then be manufactured 

hundreds or even thousands of times. Each manufactured product will be exactly 

the same. 

3. Less skilled/trained people can operate CNCs unlike manual lathes / milling 

machines etc.. which need skilled engineers. 

4. CNC machines can be updated by improving the software used to drive the 

machines 

5. Training in the use of CNCs is available through the use of ‘virtual software’. 

This is software that allows the operator to practice using the CNC machine on the 

screen of a computer. The software is similar to a computer game. 

6. CNC machines can be programmed by advanced design software such as 

Pro/DESKTOP®, enabling the manufacture of products that cannot be made by 

manual machines, even those used by skilled designers / engineers. 

7. Modern design software allows the designer to simulate the manufacture of 

his/her idea. There is no need to make a prototype or a model. This saves time and 

money. 

8. One person can supervise many CNC machines as once they are programmed 



they can usually be left to work by themselves. Sometimes only the cutting tools 

need replacing occasionally. 

1. 9. A skilled engineer can make the same component many times. However, 

if each component is carefully studied, each one will vary slightly. A CNC 

machine will manufacture each component as an exact match. 

DISADVANTAGES— 

1. CNC machines are more expensive than manually operated machines, 

although costs are slowly coming down. 

2. The CNC machine operator only needs basic training and skills, enough to 

supervise several machines. In years gone by, engineers needed years of 

training to operate centre lathes, milling machines and other manually 

operated machines. This means many of the old skills are been lost. 

3. Less workers are required to operate CNC machines compared to 

manually operated machines. Investment in CNC machines can lead to 

unemployment. 

4. Many countries no longer teach pupils / students how to use manually 

operated lathes / milling machines etc... Pupils / students no longer develop 

the detailed skills required by engineers of the past. These include 

mathematical and engineerin 
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